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The International Journal of Applied Evolutionary Computation (IJAEC) covers state-of-the-art
interdisciplinary research on emerging areas and of intelligent computation (IC). By providing an
academic and scientific forum for exchanging high quality results on innovative topics, trends and
research in the field of IC, this journal expands the fields and the depths of its most principal and
critical concepts. IJAEC extends existing research findings (theoretical innovations and modeling
applications) to provide the highest quality original concepts, hybrid applications, innovative
methodologies, and the development trends studies for all audiences. IJAEC publishes three
categories of papers: research papers, research notes, and research review. Research papers have
significant original research findings. The research must be complete and contribute substantially to
knowledge in the field. Research notes comprise research that is complete but not as
comprehensive as to meet the criteria of a full research paper. Research reviews are novel,
insightful, and carefully crafted articles that conceptualize research areas and synthesize prior
research. Research review articles must provide new insights that advance our understanding of the
research areas and help in identifying and developing future research directions.
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Bio-inspired systems
Chaos Theory
Cloud theory
Data mining
Data visualization
Decision Support Systems
Evolutionary algorithms and programming
Evolutionary Computing
Financial modeling
Fuzzy computing
Grid Computing
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Hybrid methods
Immunological computing
Interactive computational models
Manufacturing Systems
Natural computing
Neural computing
Optimization
Power and energy
Probabilistic computing
Signal or image processing
Time series prediction
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theory), and tourism competitiveness evaluation and management. Professor Hong’s articles have been published in many journals. Professor Hong serves as the program
committee of various international conferences including premium ones such as IEEE CEC, IEEE CIS, IEEE ICNSC, IEEE SMC, IEEE CASE, and IEEE SMCia, etc.. In
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